
 New techniques in genome editing prompted three
related studies in 2015-2016.  

Gene Drives on the Horizon
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o The Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation
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Statement of Task for the Committee on Gene Drives
 

- Review the state of the science of gene drive research, identifying the
key scientific techniques for reducing ecological and other risks, and
characterizeand assess environmental and other hazards to target and
non-target organisms.

° Examine the oversight mechanisms for organisms containing gene drives
in the laboratory, for use in field releases within the US and in LMIC.

- Determine the adequacy of this existing oversight mechanisms and risk
assessmentguidance.

° Discuss relevant legal, social or ethicalconsiderations in selecting sites
for field releases and engaging those living in or near potential release
sites.

- Provide general principles thatwill guide responsible practices in gene
drive research.

The report was limited to these questions.
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Seven Case Studies on Using a Gene Drive:

° Manage dengue transmitted by Aedes aegyptiand Aedes
albopictus mosquitoes

° Combat malaria transmitted by Anopheles gambiaemosquitoes
° Combat avian malaria transmitted by Cu/exquinquefasciatus

mosquitoes to protect endangered bird species
° Control non-indigenous Mus musculus house mice to protect

native biodiversityon islands
- Control non-indigenous Centaurea maculosa (knapweed) to

protect native biodiversity in rangelands and forests
° Increase agricultural production by controllingAmeranthuspalmeri

(pigweed) in fields
° Develop vertebrate models (e.g., Danio rerio zebrafish) for basic

gene drive research
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Responsible
Science

Responsible Science to Develop
Gene Drive Technologies

 
 
 

A responsible science approach to

research and development of new

technologies calls not only for best
technical practices, but also evaluation
of social, environmental, regulatory,
and ethicalconsiderations.

A responsible science approach to gene
drive research calls for such continuous
assessmenton a case-by-case basis and
with the input of the people who
would be affected by a release.
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Responsible Science Reflects ‘/5
Values at Every Step R

 
Responsible science generally,and responsible conduct of gene
drive research specifically,reflects a complex array of values, from

general questions of why and how gene drive research should be
conducted to the specifics of whether, when, and where a gene-
drive modified organism could be developed in a lab or released
into the environment.

The Committee explored these concepts using a sociological
understanding of values as deeply held convictions (from many

sources) and sources of meaning and importance in one’s life. We

recognized that important values can be difficult to articulate and

are often in tension with othervalues.
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 Diverse and PotentiallyCompeting Values
May Affect Scientists’ and Others’
Responses to Gene Drive Research

 
  
  

° Research is often motivated by widely-shared commitments to

protecting and enhancing human welfare and/or the world
around us. These values support exploring potential
opportunities for new knowledge.

' While many people value knowledge thatcan be used to

improve human welfare, many scientists find intrinsic value in
the acquisition of new knowledge.

° Still others find intrinsic value in nature and the environment,
apart from the benefitsor harms thatnature may confer to

humans or other species.
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Gene Drives and Conservationism 1!
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The proposed use of gene drives to control invasive species
highlights a tension in the conservationist goal of striking a

balance between altering nature to accommodatehuman
demands and adjustinghuman demands to accommodatenature:

° Some regard gene drives as alterations to nature, to be limited

° Some see gene drives as tools thatcould affect the balance
between altering and accommodatingnature

° Proposals to use gene drives in ways thatmight lead to the
extinction of species will require especially careful review
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There is insufficientevidence availableat this time to support the
release of gene-drive modified organisms into the environment.

However, the potential benefitsof gene drives for basic and

applied research are significant and justify proceeding with

laboratory research and highly-controlledfield trials.

There are considerablegaps in knowledge, particularly in regard
to ecological and evolutionaryconsiderations for the organism
and its ecosystem that in turn affect risk assessments, public
engagement, and governance.
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The State of the Science (Part 2)

Recommendation: Funders of gene drive research should
coordinate, and if feasible collaborate, to reduce the gaps in

knowledge, not only about the molecular biologyof gene
drives but also in otherareas...

Recommendation: Funders of gene drive research should
establish open-access online repositories of data on gene
drives as well as SOPs for gene drive research to share
knowledge, improve frameworksfor ecological risk
assessment, and guide research design and monitoring
standards around theworld.
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Reframing Precautionas an Approach 1%,:,,,,K*‘§
to Evidence-Based Decision Making ti~<_..»-r

The Committee addressed the need to weigh the potential
benefits, harms, and othervalues related to gene drive research
by recommendinga reframed precautionaryapproach to gene
drive research.

° NOT the usual view in which precaution leads to prevention or

prohibitionof action in the presence of uncertainty,
- But ratherprecaution as a practicalelement of responsible

science, in which relevant scientificevidence is examined
togetherwith stakeholders’ values and regulatory precedent
to close the gaps of uncertainty.
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and Commitment ,2

As the Committee defined responsible governance of gene drive
research, it interpreted precaution as a critical attitude to

seeking and generating the kinds of evidence thatwill permit a

”go” or ”no go” decision on any action.

It is not is not an all-encompassingprinciple for or against action,
but a capacity for and commitment to robust assessment that
must developed in context.

The Committee concluded thatfunders and others should

promote education in the critical assessment required for
responsible science, particularly in areas of the world where
field research on gene-drive modified organisms is likely to occur.
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Phased Testing: An Approach to

Responsible Science in Practice 
Deveioprnert of Research
Plan andTarget Prnwct
PrdlewlhStakeholders

Recommendation:Scientists
conducting research on gene
drives should follow a phased
testing pathway,a step-by-step
frameworkthatbeginswith
developing a research plan and
continues through, if applicable,
monitoring gene-drive modified
organisms in the environment.

Phase 2 Field-Based Research

I
Staged Enrrormerial

8
E
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Post-Reiease
Phase 4 suveuance
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Integrating Science and
Governance in Phased Testing 

Developmerl dfieseach

  
This stepwise,

iterative approach to
scientific evaluation
should also identify
and integrate social,

§ .

Risk assessment 5 ~ ~ — - — 4- I -
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Governance considerations .

Phase 3
Results at each stage

guide future research,E
“ ¢ and evidence-based

I ,,,,a5e,,
decision making and

governance.
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Each phaseshould
includepre-defined
”go/no-go” decisions
for determining
whetherto move to the
next phase, based on

thescientificevidence,
assessmentof harms
and benefits,efficacy,
safety and regulatory
preparedness.

Phased Testing Provides Evidence
for Each Subsequent Decision
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Phased Testing:
Selecting Sites for Field Tests  
Criteria for site selection should include:
° Scientificand technical considerations (e.g., presence of the

target species, methodsfor containment and confinement)
° Values of relevant publics
° Capabilitiesof local, regional, and national governance bodies
° Abilityof researchers to engage with local communities

Recommendation: ln site selection, preference should be given to

locations in countries with the existing scientificcapacity and

governance frameworksto conduct and oversee the safe investigation
of gene drives and development of gene-drive modified organisms.
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Reframing Risk and Risk Assessment :1 kl

2.?

- Risk is commonly used to mean potential harm under
conditions of uncertainty (e.g., "risk and benefit”)

- However, risk itself is neutral — it means probabilityor

likelihood under conditions of uncertainty (risk of
harm, risk of benefit)

- The Committee called for broader-based assessment
of risk as a multifactorialevaluation of potential
benefitand harm through ecological risk assessment.
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From Environmental Assessment to
Ecological Risk Assessment 
It is possible to estimate risk due to gene drives using current methodologies.

Advantagesof ecological risk assessment:

— Quantify the probabilityof specific outcomes

— Tracecause-and-effectpathways
— Identify sources of uncertainty
— Incorporate concerns of relevant publics
— Compare benefitsand harms

— Compare alternative strategies
— Inform research and public policy decisions

Relevant U.S. guidelines and technical documents are not yet sufficient on

theirown to guide ecological risk assessment for gene drive technology.
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From Environmental Assessment to
Ecological Risk Assessment  
It is possible to estimate risk due to gene drives using current methodologies.

Advantagesof ecological risk assessment:

— Quantify the probabilityof specific outcomes

— Tracecause-and-effectpathways
- |dent'

— Incorporate concerns of relevant publics
  
 

— Compare benefitsand harms

— Compare alternative strategies
— Inform research and public policy decisions

Relevant U.S. guidelines and technical documents are not yet sufficient on

theirown to guide ecological risk assessment for gene drive technology.
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Public Engagement is needed in research,
risk assessment,and governance.  

Public engagement cannot be an afterthought.

The outcomes of engagement may be as

crucial as the scientificoutcomes to decisions
about whetherto release a gene-drive
modified organism into the environment.

Recommendation:Governing authorities,
including research institutions, funders, and
regulators, should develop and maintain clear
policies and mechanisms for how public
engagementwill factor into research,
ecological risk assessments, and public policy
decisions about gene drives.
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